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Choosing a search engine marketing service provider is a difficult task. While paid search  
marketing has grown significantly as a channel, it’s still a specialized area that combines  
data-driven analytics with more traditional creative marketing and messaging. This fact,  
combined with the relatively young and rapidly evolving nature of PPC, make it hard for  
the average advertiser to find proficient PPC agencies and evaluate their competency.

In this guide we’ll walk through a process for determining which PPC agency is right for you 
and your campaigns, arming you with a series of questions to help you make the right decision.

Do You Need a PPC Agency?

Obviously the first question you’ll want to ask yourself is whether you really need a dedicated 
PPC agency. If you’re reading this, you’ve probably decided that you do, and you likely reached 
that conclusion for any of several reasons, including: 

	 n  You don’t have the time to manage your PPC account(s) in-house. 

 n  You don’t have the expertise to effectively manage your paid search campaigns 
  internally.

 n  Your current advertising agency doesn’t specialize in PPC, and you’re concerned that 
  either or both of these first two are also true of them.

The challenge with paid search is that there are simultaneously a lot of potential levers to pull 
and a lot of work that needs to be done to optimize a campaign. This is why many advertisers 
have trouble allotting the time and developing the expertise in-house to manage a PPC  
campaign. Small web design and development firms that offer multiple services, only one  
of which is PPC, often have the same problem. 

The official AdWords blog has made about 80 announcements of new features, functionality, 
or policies in the first half of this year alone. Does your marketing department or advertising 
agency have the time to stay up to date with these changes, and the expertise to understand  
what they mean and how they impact your campaigns? Sometimes it’s not just about staying  
on top of new functionality and implementing new features within your campaigns, but also 
about knowing which features aren’t worth the time to implement or won’t have as big of an 
impact on your profits. 
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You Might Need
an Agency if:

1. You don’t have the 
time to manage your 
PPC account(s) 
in-house.

2. You don’t have  
the expertise to 
effectively manage  
your paid search  
campaigns internally.

3. Your current  
advertising agency 
doesn’t specialize 
in PPC, and you’re  
concerned that either  
or both of these first 
two are also true of 
them.



Generally speaking, it’s best to have a dedicated paid search practitioner who lives and breathes 
PPC and who has the bandwidth to actually execute the work required to create and manage 
high-quality PPC campaigns.  If you or your current agency can’t rightfully claim either of  
these, it’s a good idea to go in search of a dedicated PPC agency. 
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Are your AdWords campaigns in good shape? Following  
best practices? Find out with a free AdWords Assessment.

What to Look for in a PPC Agency

The core characteristics you’ll want to look for in a strong PPC service provider include:

	 n  Depth of Expertise — Because of the complexity associated with PPC, you want to 
  find an agency with depth of focus in the paid search space that can put adequate time  
  and attention into the PPC area of your marketing efforts. The agency should have at  
  least one dedicated PPC manager who focuses solely on paid search.

 n  Transparency — Another key factor in selecting a paid search agency is their 
  willingness to share information and expertise. You should know exactly what they  
  are doing in your account – a lack of transparency is a sign that the agency either  
  doesn’t know what they’re doing or isn’t devoting enough time to your campaigns.

 n  Ability to Retain Control — A final factor, similar to transparency, is a willingness 
  to work with you, allowing you to retain control over the goals, focuses, and in some  
  cases even certain execution around your paid search campaigns. 

The advantage of depth of expertise is pretty clear, but less obvious factors like transparency  
and the ability to retain control of your campaigns can be equally important for advertisers  
looking to get the maximum value from their PPC agency. 

The next step is to outline some key questions that advertisers can ask to learn more from a  
potential PPC agency about the relative transparency, control, and depth of expertise they offer.

Questions to Ask Your Potential PPC Agency

As with a job interview, quizzing a potential PPC agency on certain aspects of their background, 
experience, and approach to PPC can be extremely telling. Here are some questions to ask a 
potential PPC agency to help you better understand the level of expertise, transparency, and 
control you can expect from a working relationship with them:
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	 1.  How long has your agency been handling pay-per-click marketing?

	 2.  How many dedicated account reps do you have managing PPC campaigns hands-on? 
  Do they work on anything outside of paid search?

	 3.  Do you offer other services (SEO, web design and development, etc.), and, if so, 
  what’s the ratio of people who work on those services to those who focus on PPC?

	 4.  How active will you be in sharing data with me and my organization?

	 5.  Does anyone at your agency specialize or have experience doing PPC in my particular 
  business niche?

	 6.  Do you offer services across multiple PPC platforms, or just AdWords?

	 7.  What standard reports do you provide, and what types of metrics will I be able to ask 
  for “on demand”? Will I have independent access to reporting?

	 8.  What types of tools do you use to manage campaigns and generate reports? Are they 
  proprietary? If I were to switch agencies or move PPC management in-house, what  
  would happen to my campaigns and the processes and reporting you’ve put in place?

	 9.  What if there are specific tasks or components of my campaigns that I want to manage 
  in-house while you handle other components? Is that possible? How do you typically  
  handle that situation?

	 10.  How do you determine which metrics and goals equal success for my PPC program? 
  How do you plan to work with me to refine and ultimately reach those goals?

You can of course alter or augment these questions as it makes sense for you, but they will  
provide the foundation to start evaluating the fit of a PPC agency. 

Conclusion

There has been an influx of small agencies beginning to offer pay-per-click services, probably  
as a result of client demand. But PPC is a time-consuming and complex endeavor — no one  
can learn it overnight. If you’ve been working with an agency that is just starting to provide  
paid search management, be wary of choosing them to manage your AdWords campaigns.  
(You don’t want an agency using your account as a testing and training ground!) Agencies charge 
a premium to manage your campaigns, and it’s important to know what you’re getting  
for that premium, so demand dedication and transparency from your provider. There are plenty 
of service providers out there who live and breathe paid search — it’s just a matter of finding  
the right one for you.
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About WordStream

WordStream Inc. is a provider of software and services that help search marketers maximize  
the performance of their PPC and SEO campaigns, driving traffic, leads, and sales for lower 
costs. The company’s easy-to-use PPC management software facilitates more effective paid 
search campaigns by increasing relevance and Quality Scores in Google AdWords, automating 
proven best practices, and delivering expert-level results in a fraction of the time. 

In addition, WordStream provides PPC management and other value-added services to help 
advertisers who are new to AdWords or strapped for time get stellar results from pay-per-click 
marketing. Service offerings include full-service PPC management, the JumpStart training  
program, and AdWords Account Tune-ups. 

WordStream also offers a best-in-class Keyword Research Suite for finding and organizing  
targeted, profitable keywords for use in paid and organic search initiatives. Learn more at  
www.wordstream.com.
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